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We consider geometries belonging to the following diagram 
(L.C,) L-m...- -====/I (n+lnodes,n>22), 
r s s s 3 I 
where r, S, and t are finite parameters and residues of points are polar spaces. We 
determine a bound for the diameter of the collinearity graph of a geometry as 
above, depending on r and s. 0 1991 Academic PESS, IX 
Let r be a residually connected geometry belonging to the following 
diagram: 
(L.Crl) O L = 5 . ..eo (n + 1 nodes, n > 2), r s s s f f 
points lines planes 
where r, s, t are finite parameters and residues of points are buildings. Two 
points of r are collinear if there is a line incident with both them. Let d be 
the diameter of the collinearity graph of r. 
The symbol &--+ has the meaning stated in [ 11. The following results 
are known [4, 3, 21. Let cG& be special as +---c , Aoro--i,. 
Then we have d< 2, d< 3, or d < s + 1, respectively (actually, when 
& is specialized as c-----o , there is no need of assuming that residues 
of points are buildings; but we shall use this hypothesis in this paper). 
In, the general case we have the following: 
THEOREM. Let r and d be as above. Then we have d < s - r + 2. 
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ProoJ: Let a be a point of r and let u, v be ‘planes of r incident with 
a and such that no element of the residue r, of a is incident with both 
u and v. 
As r, is a building, a bijectionf can be defined from the set a,(a, u) of 
the lines of u incident with a onto the set o,(a, v) of the lines of v incident 
with a in such a way that w and f(w) are coplanar for every w E ol(a, u). 
We call f projection of u onto v around a. 
Let us fix a point a and let u be a plane of r having distance i from a 
in the collinearity graph of r, that is i is the minimal distance of a point 
of u from a. As r, is a C,-geometry, if i= 1 then u contains at least one 
line coplanar with a. So u contains at least Y + 1 points at distance 1 from 
a, in this case. Let i = 2. Let b be a point of u at distance 2 from a and let 
c be a point collinear with both a and b. Let w be a line incident with both 
b and c. As r, is a C,-building, a plane v exists which is incident with w 
and such that no element of r,, is incident with both u and v. The plane 
v has distance 1 from a. Then a line w’ exists in v which is coplanar with 
a. Let wO, wl, . . . . w, be the r + 1 lines of v joining b with each of the r + 1 
points of w’. Let us consider the r2 + r + 1 points incident with some of the 
lines f(w,), . . ..f(w.), where f is the projection of v onto u around b. As 
f(wJ is coplanar with wi (i = 0, . . . . r), those points have distance 2 from a. 
Then u contains at least r2 + r + 1 points at distance 2 from a. 
Let us assume that u contains at least r2 + (i - 1) r + 1 points at distance 
i from a when i= 2, . . . . k, by inductive hypothesis. Let i = k + 1. Let b be a 
point of u at distance i = k + 1 from a and let c be a point collinear with 
b at distance i- 1 = k from a. Let w be a line incident with both b and c 
and let v be a plane incident with w and such that no element of r, is 
incident with both u and v. The plane v has distance i- 1 = k from a: So, 
it contains at least r2 + (i - 2) r + 1 points at distance i - 1 from a, by the 
inductive hypothesis, and at least r + (i - 2) + 1 = r + i - 1 lines through b 
having distance i- 1 from a. Let f be the projection of v onto u around b. 
Projecting those lines into u by f, we obtain at least r + i- 1 lines of u 
through b such that all of their points have distance i from a. Then u 
contains at least r2 + (i - 1) r + 1 points at distance i from a. 
Now let b be a point of r at maximal distance d from a. Let c be a point 
collinear with b at distance d- 1 from a and let u be a plane incident with 
both b and c. The plane u has distance d- 1 from a. Let us assume that 
da 3. Then u contains at least r2 + (d- 2) r + 1 points at distance d- 1 
from a. As none of them is equal to b, we have r2 + (d- 2) r + 1 < (s + 1) r. 
The statement of the theorem follows from this. 
When d < 2 we have nothing to prove. Indeed the diagram forces r < s. 
Remarks and Problems. (1) As we have said before, in the case of 
(Cn+J -...- 
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the inequality d< 2 can be proved without assuming that residues of points 
are buildings ([4], $2.2, Corollary A), while the proof given in this paper 
essentially exploits that hypothesis. Can we find some trick to avoid this? 
By the way, in the case of 
the inequality d 6 3 is proved in [3, Sect. 3, Lemma 6-j assuming the Inter- 
section Property (IP) on r (the reader is referred to [ 11 for the statement 
of (IP)). Perhaps, we should previously find a way to avoid (IP) in the case 
of (Af. C,). 
(2) The result of this paper essentially involves parameters and it 
does not say anything more if s is infinite. On the contrary, the inequality 
d62 in the case of (C,,,) h as nothing to do with parameters and holds 
in the infinite case as well. As for (Af. C,), the liniteness is assumed 
thoughout all [3], but the proof given in [3] for the inequality d6 3 [3, 
Sect. 3, Lemma 61 does not make any essential use of the finiteness and 
works in the infinite case as well. 
Is there any way to generalize the result of this paper to the infinite case? 
We might try the following way. Let the symbol 
L(k) (O<k<oo) 
denote the class of linear spaces, where, given any line w and any point a 
not on w, there are exactly k lines through a that do not meet w. Of course, 
the class denoted by 
_L_ (l<r,s<co) 
i- s 
is included in the one denoted by 
L(s-r) 
and the symbols 
L(O) and w 
are synonymous, as well as the symbols 
L(l) and Af 
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L(k) Let & be specialized as - in the diagram (15. C,). Can we 
prove that d< k + 2 without any finiteness assumption on parameters? 
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